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Main contractor found for North Zealand’s new super hospital
After good and intense negotiations, two contracting firms each put in an offer to build the
new super hospital in North Zealand. Now NCC has been given the assignment.
On June 26th, NCC got an important message. The Nordic contracting firm has gotten the
assignment to be main contractor for the Capital Region of Denmark’s new super hospital in
North Zealand.
Aside from NCC, a bid was made by Italian Rizzani de Eccher in conjunction with Austrian
Vamed, specialized in construction, as subcontractor.
”Overall, NCC made the best bid and have therefore gotten the assignment”, says Henrik
Schødts, Project Chief Executive of New North Zealand Hospital, the project organization
behind the new super hospital. He continues:
“I would like to take this moment to thank both contractors for the tenacious and
professional effort made by the parties throughout this process. Both companies have great
experience with large public and private constructions, and they’ve shown great enthusiasm
towards our megaproject, as well as an understanding of the way we want to complete it.”
Henrik Schødts refers to the new super hospitals as a unique opportunity to create new
solutions in the fields of technology, architecture and design, lifting public expectations for
hospitals. If the goal is to be achieved within a tight budget, an efficient and digitalized
building process is required.
Early cooperation begins
By the assigning of NCC as the main contractor, the early stage of cooperation begins.
In the time coming, NCC along with New North Zealand Hospital and the project’s advisors
will incorporate suggestions for optimization, to ensure the construction can be completed in
the best possible way within the budget. That is a condition within the contract.
”We are happy to have found a main contractor for the construction of the new hospital in
North Zealand. Now we hope the coming cooperation will live up to our expectations, so that
we will see the construction unfold in Favrholm soon”, says Per Tærsbøl, chairman of the
political steering committee for New North Zealand Hospital.
In the bid from NCC, completion time is set for 48 months.
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The new hospital in North Zealand
• The contract sum makes up approximately 2.4 billion DKK out of a total budget
of 4.5 billion DKK
• +310.000 citizens in uptake area
• +500.000 outpatient treatments a year
• 70.000 acute admissions a year
• 570 single-bed patient rooms
• 118.000 m2
• Client: New North Zealand Hospital, Capital Region of Denmark
• Total Consultant: Herzog & de Meuron and Vilhelm Lauritzen Architects
Read more
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